
We have a bunch of tutorial videos, along 
with tying techniques that we want to 
share with you. We will also feature the 
latest video posted in the column to the 
right. ——————->>>>  

 As for this newsletter, lets get started 
with a couple of new products we are 
excited to show you. First up, Yeti Hair!!   

Check out our latest 

YouTube Video! 
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 Hey everyone! It has been a while since 
we have done one of these. With an all 
new setup this will be the first of many 
more. With our new look at promo news, 
we have a mix of newsletters and videos 
down the pipeline. For newsletters, keep 
your eyes on your email. For videos, well 
do the same, but also subscribe to our 
YouTube Cannel Nature’s Spirit Fly Tying 
for the latest.  

YETI HAIR 

 This is one material we are very excited about, and if you 

have talked to me on the phone or seen our Instagram Page, 

you would know this excitement has been going on for months. 

Yeti Hair is a Long Fiber natural product that is a bi-product of 

our African Goat Dubbing. We got in a new supply that aver-

aged 7” in length. That’s right, 7 inches. This is a long fiber with 

lots of movement that makes even Craft 

Fur jealous. Did I mention that it’s a natu-

ral product? Yeahhhh, that Craft Fur is 

jealous.  

 One of the beautiful things about this 

material is its blend-ability. With many of 

our shades such as Brown Olive, Gray 

Olive, Rusty Brown, and such are blended instead of a straight 

dye batches giving this material a much more natural variega-

tion. With that natural variegation look, it allowed us to have a 

little fun with Yeti Hair. We came up with one rule, any blend 

that is three colors or more must have a mythical creature 

name. for example, a few of the names are Sasquatch Olive, 

Bigfoot Brown, Wookie Gold, and Sulli. Yes, Sulli as in the Mon-

ster’s Inc. movie which has a blend of Silver, Purple, Royal 

Blue, and Fl. Blue.  

 You see, with the blends it gave us a 

way to add some flair to the Yeti Hair. An-

other example, Sasquatch Olive is Olive, 

Black, and Fl. Chartreuse. Bigfoot Brown 

is Brown, Gold, Tan, and Fl. Yellow. Are 

we catching on? Nothing like a little lighting coursing through 



the blend. By doing this it made each blend 

much more unique, and grants a bit more 

than a normal mottled look.  

 Now for the tying style. Like we said this is 

a bi-product and that has us excited. The 

dimensions are the exact same all the way through the hair. 

Meaning that each individual fiber does not taper. This gives 

you two great advantages. First, with it being 7 inches in length 

it can be a bit long for most applications. This allows you to cut 

the material to any given length to fit your need. A much more 

multi-purpose material with its length. Second, this means that 

when you cut it you can pull Yeti Hair to make the ends uneven 

and give it a taper after cutting it 

shorter. Perfect for tying anything 

from large Pike Flies to small 

strip leech patterns and clousers. 

Finally if you want, flash mixes in 

with Yeti Hair very easily. I can 

still feel the jealousy from Craft 

Fur...  

Oh and by the way, did we mention this is a great replacement 

for Islandic Sheep? We think you might have a new favorite ma-

terial once you give Yeti Hair a try.  

CUT IT UP WITH ANADROMOUS 

 Now before we let you leave, we 

need to have a discussion about a 

specific tool company that is entering 

our lineup, Anadromous Fly Company.  

 We have been keeping our eye out 

for a replacement when Anvil went out 

of business, and we found the perfect 

one. We have been working with Anadromous over the last few 

months testing samples and getting things rolling. Not only are 

we impressed by the quality, but the sharpness of their scissors 

as well. How impressed? I personally took a pair of their 5” razor 

scissors and put them through a bit of an odd test. One that 

would prove the sharpness as well as the durability of their prod-

uct. I was going to take them and cut one 

pound of Goat dubbing. We have to cut it 

down to 1 inch for our African Goat, and 

well… what better test… after a blister and a 

band aid they did the job, and they stayed 

sharp. How Sharp? I have put 3 pounds in 

total through them. I am not testing them further, my thumb 

hurts, 3 pounds is enough. To give an idea of the volume of a 

pound, the pillow on your bed is about the size of one pound of 

dubbing.  

 You are going to see us use their scissors pretty much exclu-

sively now in all of our videos and promo. That’s how much we 

are loving these scissors. We currently started with black handle 

for everything, and we are working on colors to come soon. Also, 

did I mention they have bobbins and other tools too? Check out 

their website to see everything. We could not start with every-

thing, but we will be adding more and more as we continue our 

exciting growth with Anadromous.  


